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and some simple, forbidden, hadron-containing, decay modes are: We searched for the decay modes listed in Eqs. (1) and (2) using data acquired by the Mark II Detector Collaboration at SPEAR.
This data was in the center of mass energy range of 3.9 GeV to 6.7 GeV; and contained 48,108 produced T'Tpair. A produced T+T- pair is a pair that would have been detected if the apparatus had 100% detection efficiency for all decay modes of the T.
We selected events from this data sample which had the following properties: The charge reversed reactions were also used of course. The sample containing a total of three charged tracks allowed us to use events in which the three charged particles in a forbidden decay such as e-+e++e-were detected, but the track from the allowed decay was not detected.
III. EXAMPLE: SEARCH FOR T--t P-+ y
The search method for a specific forbidden decay mode depended on the mode. We shall use as an example the search method for the mode
From the sample defined by requirements a.-e., we selected events of the type e+ + e--t xi + U* + 1 or more photons
Here x is an e, u, or charged hadron. We suppose that a u-y combination comes from the reaction and decay sequence e+ + e--t a+ + R-
where the R have an unknown mass m R' If this was true Eu+E = Y Eb (6) 
where E E u' Y' and Eb are the u energy, y energy, and beam energy respectively. The mass mll is given by
where p u is the muon momentum, m I-r is the muon mass, and 6 is U-Y the angle between the momenta of the 11 and y.
In Eq. (8) the quantity with by far the largest measuring uncertainty is E . Therefore we calculated Y E y, predicted =Eb-E u (8)
and D=jE y, predicted -E y, measured I/E y, predicted
The quantity D is normally distributed with a sigma of 0.13/JE y, predicted (GeV). Therefore we defined Z = DJE y, predicted ;
and selected for further study all events of the form of There is no accumulation of events at the T mass and only one event falls within the resolution function.
It is now easy to calculate an upper limit on the decay 
IV. RESULTS
Using methods analogous to the example described in the last section we searched for the decay modes listed in Eqs. (1) and (2).
We did not find a statistically significant accumulation of events at the T mass for any of the decay modes. The smooth curve shows the expected T mass resolution.
